
Extended Surface Pleated Panel Filters
Is the Any Wonder Why DP  Filters are the Best Selling
Pleats on the Market?

Pleated filters are extremely versatile allowing
installation in virtually any type of Application or air
handling system:

• Widely used in built up filter banks, central
station air handlers, rooftop units and side
access housings.

• Suitable for operation from 300 to 625 FPM.

• Blended cotton/polyester media assembled in
a pleated configuration offers a better
combination of performance and price than
any other type of filter.

• Compare the performance and value of DP
pleats to other types of filters including
disposable panel filters, ring, panels, pads
and frames or permanent filters for efficiency,
low resistance, high dust holding capacity,
durability and price.

• Pleated filterd are the one product that can
serve equally well as a prefilter in a multi-
stage system or the only filter in a single stage
system.

Principle of Operation
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Dp filters are designed with a consistent pleat
shape on predetemined centers causing dirt
to collect evenly over the entire surface of
the media fully utlilizing every square inch.
This results in a slow steady rise in resistance
for maximum dust holding capacity.  

Larger particles are carried by inertia to the back
of the pleats; finer particles follow the path of the
air flow and are deposited un the sides of the
pleats.

Serie
DP 40

Blended Cotton / Polyester Media Enhances
Efficiency

DP and DP Max filters are made with a blend of
the highest grade of cotton and polyester fibers.
Fiber size and coposition are carefully controlled
to assure uniform distribution for consistent
performance.
Filtration efficiency continues to increase over
the life of the filter as the dirt load builds. No fall
off in efficiency; no unloading of collected dirt.
Captured particulate stays in the filter.



TYPE DP®              PERFORMANCE DATA
        25 - 30% EFFICIENCY

1. Rated Efficiency: 25-30%; Arrestance 90-93%. All performance data
    is based on the ASHRAE 52.1 - 1992 Test Standard.
   Tolerances conform to Section 7.4 of ARI Standard 850-93.
2. Filters may be installed with the pleats either vertical or horizontal.

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Classification: Type DP
filters are classified U.L. Class 2 per U.L. Standard 900.

Operating Temperature Limits: Maximum operating temperature
is 200º F (92ºC).
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Efficiency by particle size


